
lists for POPULAR ELECTRONICS construc
tion articles. /live in an area of the country 
where obtaining many parts is almost im

possible. Without a parts or kit supplier , I 
~ would have to forego building many of the 

PE construction projects that appeal to me.
1:.:: I -Glenn A Goss, Elon College, N.C. 

SWL SPACE INVADERSLetters 
I am very disturbed with the "DX Listen

ing column. As I m sure you are aware, the 
40-meter Amateur Radio band covers the 

IN REBUTIAL frequency range of 7.0 to 7.3 MHz. Most 
In rebuttal to A.D. Acton s comment in countries acknowledge these frequencies 

the April 1976 Letters Column , I for one as belonging to hams and do not broadcast 
appreciate having a source from which to on them . Several communist countries , 
buy parts and kits listed at the ends of parts however, insist on transm itting on several 
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frequencies in the 40-meter band, causing 
considerable interference to the hams, 
who have legal ownership of this band . 

I feel that your printing of frequencies of 
these illegal broadcasts aids and abets the 
invasion of the 40-meter band. I hope, 
therefore, that in the future you will delete 
any listing of international broadcasts on 
amateur frequencies.-Onis Cogburn, 
K5VKQ, College Station, TX. 

The 7.0-to-7.1-MHz segment of the 40
meter band is allocated to Amateur Radio 
on a world-wide basis (to 7.3 MHz in Region 
II). In Regions I (Eurasia & Africa) and Ill 
(China , India, Iran, and Australasia), the 
7.1-to-7.3-MHz portion is allocated to 
Broadcasting by the ITU. Many noncom
munist countries use the "41-meter" band. 

WHERE'S MY CB LICENSE? 

After five months, I still haven't received 
my license. I am frantic because I can't use 
my CB rig without a license for fear of being 
caught. As a result, I'm on the verge of 
selling my rig. 

-Roger L. Triplett, Louisburg, WV. 

As mentioned in last month s CB Scene, 
there s a new temporary permit that can 
put you on the air legally without delay. The 
form to be filled out was also printed last 
month. However, the address to which 
Form 505 is to be sent (Item 2, p 98) is 
simply: Federal Communications Com
mission , Gettysburg, PA 17326. 

Out of Tune 

In Now You Can Build a Scientific Prog

rammable Calculator" (May 1976), there is 
an error in the program for solving x 3 
on page 38. Steps 12, 13, and 14 (GO T0,2, 
and 0) will cause the machine to subtract 
11 from x instead of 1. It will also cause the 
program to "not count" the number of 
times it goes through a loop, and the ulti 
mate answer to any x with this program will 
be 0. The proper instructions should be GO 
TO , 1, and 8, respectively. 

In Space War Game (April 1976) , type 
numbers were inadvertently omitted in the 
Parts List for IC7 through IC10. In tegrated 
circuits IC7 and IC8 are 4023's, IC9 and 
IC10 4001 's. 

In "Tips and Techniques," June, 1976, 
the circuit for Alan Kong's tip is incorrect. 
To add a tail to a seven-segment "9", the 
bottom resistor should be connected to the 
"g" segment output, not the "d" segment 
output. The other input is correctly shown 
connected to the a" segment output, and 
the collector of the top transistor is prop
erly connected to the "d" segment driver. 
The circuit for adding a top tail to a seven
segment 6 is correct. 
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